
Need to promote a region? 
From a simple building to a countrywide scale, I would 
respond to your request with a report dedicated to you, 
a large-scale project carried out hand in hand to meet 
your expectations


This solution will be perfect for your future advertising, 
media development and other press articles.


Order a single photograph, full report, book or video 
report.

What type of 
photography ?  

From art photography for 
demanding commissions 
to "classic" reporting to 
document a place or 
activity. 

Means used 

Professional camera and 
lenses, drone.


For an image everything is 
possible, hiking, trekking, 
4x4, helicopter*.

Suggested styles


My style is contrasted, 
bright and colorful, I like 
to stay close to the 
natural. I also respond 
favorably to the mat 
effects with/without grain 
if preferred.

Video 

Filmmaking is one of my 
skills but it is a totally 
different task, so the 
project will have to be 
studied in order to be able 
to answer you favorably.


HUGO GRANDCOLAS

SERVICES BROCHURE

You want to promote your 
business 
Does your company offer outdoor outings? I'm the right 
photographer for you. 


From hiking to trekking, mountain biking, water 
activities, animal activities, winter sports, underground 
exploration, via ferrata, trail, vehicle expedition, sailing 
boat, helicopter tour or other motorized equipment.


Complete report order.

Commercial Shooting 
My past experience as a sales assistant combined with 
my experience as a photographer allows me to have 
now a different approach, to collaborate directly with my 
clients marketing or communication departments, 
together we will exchange ideas in order to satisfy the 
needs of the current market and your specifications.


Remember, you'll never get a second chance to make a 
good first impression.


Complete report order.



Looking to change frame? 
Professional prints on request for the decoration of 
your spaces, glossy or mat paper, laminated on 
aluminium or PVC, plexiglass finish, with or 
without frame, and wallpapers up to 4.5 meters.


Many possibilities are available to you, whether 
technical or imaginative !


✓ Printing and shipping will be carried out by a 
specialized photographic laboratory, each work 
numbered. 

You are looking for an 
exhibitor 
Please note that it is possible to exhibit my work on 
your premises, on the basis of existing photographs 
or a theme previously ordered.

Tourist Establishment 
Option 1 

Pictures of your establishment, you choose what should 
be highlighted and the report delivered will be entirely 
dedicated to you.


Full report order only. 

Option 2 

Order images of your region, to show your future 
customers the landscapes and activities that the area 
where you live can offer them! 

Order a photograph by the unit or complete report. 

✓ Whatever the option, it is an excellent way to renew 
your website, feed your social networks to attract new 
customers or even enjoy my networks.


What each of my services includes 

✓ You will be listed on Mapify and Behance.


✓ An Instagram story during my stay in your 
establishment + dedicated post(s) for brands 
and tourist office. 

What my services doesn't includes 

✗ The expenses, except when travelling. 

✗ *For large projects additional costs may be 
incurred: assistant(s), model(s), vehicle(s). Preliminary 
study required.

Sports Event 
Your brand participates or organizes an event, your 
ambassadors are top athletes and prestigious 
customers participate ?


Receiving well is one thing but a good report will 
leaves great memories !

Portfolio                 @HugoGrandcolasPhotography 

Send an email to Hugo 

+33 (0)646201564
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